Abstract. In this paper, we proposed a fast and accurate human pose estimation framework that combines top-down and bottom-up methods. The framework consists of an initialization stage and an iterative searching stage. In the initialization stage, example based method is used to find several initial poses which are used as searching seeds of the next stage. In the iterative searching stage, a larger number of body parts candidates are generated by adding random disturbance to searching seeds. Belief Propagation (BP) algorithm is applied to these candidates to find the best n poses using the information of global graph model and part image likelihood. Then these poses are further used as searching seeds for the next iteration. To model image likelihoods of parts we designed rotation invariant EdgeField features based on which we learnt boosted classifiers to calculate the image likelihoods. Experiment result shows that our framework is both fast and accurate.
Introduction
In recent year human pose estimation from a single image has become an interesting and essential problem in computer vision domain. Promising applications such as human computer interfaces, human activity analysis and visual surveillance always rely on robust and accurate human pose estimation results. But human pose estimation still remains a challenging problem due to the dramatic change of shape and appearance of articulated pose.
There are mainly two categories of human pose estimation methods: Topdown methods and bottom-up methods. Top-down methods, including regression based methods and example based method, concern of the transformation between human pose and image appearance. Regression based methods [1, 2] learns directly the mapping from image features to human pose. Example based methods [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] find a finite number of pose examplars that sparsely cover the pose space and store image features corresponding to each examplar, the resultant pose is obtained through interpolation of the n closest examplars. Bottom-up methods, which are mainly part based methods [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , divide human body into several parts and use graph models to characterize the whole body. First several candidates of each part are found using learned part appearance model and then the global graph models are used to assemble each part into a whole body.
Among all these works, top-down methods are usually quick in speed but their performances rely on the training data. Bottom up methods are more accurate but the exhaustive search of body parts is too time consuming for practical applications. Inspired by the works of Active Shape Model (ASM) [13] , we find that iterative local search could give accurate and robust result of shape alignment with acceptable computation cost given a proper initialization. We design a novel iterative inferring schema for bottom-up part based pose estimation. And to model the image likelihood of each part, we designed rotation invariant EdgeField features based on which we learn boosted classifiers for each body part. To provide initial poses to the part based method, we utilize a sparse example based method that gives several best matches with little time cost based on the cropped human body image patch given by a human detector.
The combination of top-down and bottom-up methods enables us to achieve accurate and robust pose estimation, and the iterative inferring schema boosts the speed of pose inference with no degeneracy on accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents an overview of our pose estimation framework, section 3 describes the top-down example based stage, and section 4 is the bottom-up iterative searching stage. Experiments and conclusions are then given in section 5 and section 6.
Overview of Our Framework
A brief flowchart of our framework is given in Fig. 1 . The pose estimation framework uses the cropped image patch given as input and consists of two main stages: the initialization stage and the refining stage.
In the initialization stage, a sparse top-down example based method is used to find the first n best matches of the examplars, the poses of these examplars are used as the searching seeds in the searching stage.
In the refining stage, we utilize a set of boosted body part classifier to measure the image likelihood and a global tree model to restrict the body configuration.
Inspired by the works of Active Shape Model, we design an iterative searching algorithm to further refine the pose estimation result. Unlike ASM which finds the best shape in each iteration, we find the first n best poses using BP inference on the tree model and use them as searching seeds for the next iteration. The refined pose estimation result is given when the iteration converges.
Example Based Initialization
The objective of example based initialization stage is to provide several searching seeds for the part based refinement stage, so this stage has to be fast and robust.
In some previous example-based methods [3, 4, 7] , a dense cover of pose space which uses all the training samples as examplars is adopted to achieve better performance, but in our case, a sparse examplar set is enough to get initial poses for the refining stage. We use the Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model (GPLVM) [14] to obtain a low dimensional manifold and use the active set of GPLVM as examplars. An illustration of the GPLVM model and the examplars are given in Fig. 2 . The adopted image feature is an important aspect of example-based methods. In many previous works, silhouettes of human body are usually used as the templates of examplars. But in practice, it is impossible to get accurate silhouettes from a single image with clutter background. In [3] the author adopts histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) [15] as the image descriptor to characterize the appearance of human body. However, there are two main limitations of using HOG descriptor in a tight bounding box: firstly, the bounding box of human varies dramatically when the pose changes, secondly, a single HOG descriptor isnt expressive enough considering the furious change of the appearance of human body in different pose. So we first extend the tight bounding rectangle to a square, and then divide the bounding square equally into 9 sub-regions, HOG descriptors in the sub-regions are concatenated into the final descriptor. And for each examplar, we assigned a weight to each sub-region which represents the percentage of foreground area in the sub-region.
Given an image and the bounding box, we first cut out a square image patch based on the bounding box, and then HOGs of all the sub-regions are computed. The distance between the image and an examplar is given by the weighted sum of the Euclid distances of HOGs in each sub-region. We find the first n examplars with shortest distance as the initial poses.
Part Based Refinement

Part Based Model
It is natural that human body can be decomposed into several connected parts. Similar with previous works, we model the whole body as a Markov network as shown in Fig. 3 (left). The whole body is represented as a tree structure in which each tree node corresponds to a body part and is related to its adjacent parts and its image observation.
Human pose can be represented as the configuration of the tree model: L = {l 1 , l 2 , ..., l n }, and the state of each part is determined by the parameter of its enclosing rectangle: l i = {x, y, θ, w, h} ( Fig. 3(right) ). Each part is associated with an image likelihood, and each edge of the tree between connected part i and part j has an associated, that encodes the restriction of configuration of part i and potential function part j. As shown in Fig. 3 (middle), the potential function has two components corresponding to the angle and the position:
The constraint of angle is defined by the Mises distribution:
And the potential function on position is a piece-wise function:
The parameter α, β can be learnt from the ground truth data. The piece-wise definition of the potential function not only guarantees the connection between adjacent parts, but also can speed up the inference procedure.
The body pose can be obtained by optimizing:
Image Likelihood
As in previous works, body silhouettes are the most direct cue to measure the image likelihood. However, fast and accurate silhouettes extraction is another open problem. As proven in previous works, boosting classifiers with gradient based features such as HOG feature [15] is an effective way of measuring image likelihood in pedestrian detection and human pose estimation. However, in human pose estimation, the orientation of body parts change dramatically when the pose changes, so when measuring image likelihood of body parts we need to rotate the images to compute the HOG feature values. This time consuming image rotation can be eliminated when using a kind of rotation invariant features. Based on this point, we designed an EdgeField feature.
Given an image, we can take each pixel as a charged particle and then the image as a 2D field. Following the definition of electric field force, we can define the force between two pixels p and q:
Where d p , d q are the image gradient on pixel p, q. and r is the vector pointing from p to q. the amplitude of the force is in proportion to the gradient amplitude of p and q, and the similarity between the gradient of p and q, and is in inverse proportion to the square of the distant between p and q.
Given a template pixel p and an image I, we can compute the force between the template pixel and the image by summing up the force between the template pixel and each image pixel:
By applying orthogonal decomposition on f(p,I), we can get:
Obviously, the calculation of the EdgeField feature is rotation invariant. To compute the feature value of an oriented EdgeField feature, we only need to rotate the template. The EdgeField can be precomputed from the image by convolution. An example of EdgeField and its contour line are shown in Fig. 4 left and middle. Fig. 4 right shows an example of EdgeField feature. Based on the EdgeField feature, we can learn a boosted classifier for each body part. We use the improved Adaboost algorithm [14] that gives real-valued confidence to its predictions which can be used as the image likelihood of each part. The weak classifier based on feature S is defined as follow:
Where the range of feature value is divided into several sub ranges{(v j , v j+1 )}, and the weak classifier output a certain constant confidence luti in each sub range.
A crucial problem in learning boosted classifier with EdgeField feature is that the number of different EdgeField features is enormous and exhaustive search in conventional boosting learning becomes impractical. So we design a heuristic searching procedure as follow: When the position of each pixel p in the feature is given, we need to learn the parameters of the feature: the projection vector l and the gradient of each pixel dp. The objective is to best separate the positive and negative samples. Similar with common object detection task, the feature values of positive samples are surrounded by those of negative samples, so we take the Maximal-RejectionClassifier criterion [18] which minimizes the positive scatter while maximizing the negative scatter:
({d pi , l}) = argminR pos /R neg (10) Where R pos and R neg are the covariance of the feature values of positive sample and negative samples respectively.
Since it is hard to learning l and d p simultaneously, we first discretize l into 12 directions, and learn {d p } for each l. Given l, the feature value can be computed as follow:
Then the learning of {d p } becomes a typical MRC problem where d is taken as the projection vector. Following [16] , we adopt weighted MRC to take the sample weights into account.
Given the boosted classifier of each part, the image likelihood can be calculated as follow:
Iterative Pose Inference
Belief propagation (BP) [17] is a popular and effective inference algorithm of tree structured model inference. BP calculates the desired marginal distributions p(li-Y) by local message passing between connected nodes. At iteration n, each node t ∈ V calculates a message m n ts (l t ) that will be passed to a node s ∈ Γ (t):
Where α = 1/ m n ts (l s )is the normalization coefficient. The approximation of the marginal distribution p(l s |Y ) can be calculated in each iteration:p
In tree structured models,p(l s |Y ) will converge to p(l s |Y ) when the messages are passed to every nodes in the graph.
In our case the image likelihood is discontinuous so that the integral in equation (13) becomes product over all feasible states lt. Although the present of the BP inference reduces the complexity for pose inference, the feasible state space of each part remains unconquerable by exhaustive search. Inspired by the work of Active Shape Model (ASM), we designed an iterative inference procedure which limits each part in the neighborhood of several initial states and inference locally in each iteration. The whole iterative inference algorithm is shown in algorithm 2.
In each iteration, the searching seeds are the initial guesses of the states of each part, and we sample uniformly from the neighborhood of each searching seeds to generate searching candidates. And then BP inference is applied over the searching candidates to calculate the marginal distribution over the candidates. And the searching seeds for next iteration are selected from the candidates using MAP according to the marginal distribution.
Unlike ASM which uses the reconstructed shape as the initial shape for the local search stage, we keep the first n best candidates as the searching seeds for the next iteration and searching candidates are generated based on the searching seeds. Preserving multiple searching seeds reduce the risk of improper initial pose. Algorithm 2 iterative pose inference Input: searching seeds for each part S i = {l i1 , l i2 , . . . , l in } Generating candidates:
Loop until convergence: Calculate messages: For each part s and t, t ∈ Γ (s) caculate the messages 
Experiments
Experiment Data
Our experiments are taken on following dataset:
1. Synthesized dataset: A dataset of 1000 images synthesized using Poser 8. Each image contains a human and the pose is labeled manually. And the backgrounds of these images are the images selected randomly selected from other datasets.
2. The Buffy dataset from [11] : This dataset contains 748 video frames over 5 episodes of the fifth season of Buffy: the vampire slayer. The upper body pose (including head, torso, upper arms and lower arms) are labeled manually in each image. This is a challenging dataset due to the changing of poses, different clothes and strongly varying illumination. As in [11, 12] , we use 276 images in 3 episodes as the testing set, and the rest 472 as training set.
3. The playground dataset: This dataset contains 350 images of people play football and basketball in the playground. The full body pose is labeled manually. 150 images from this data set are used as the training set, and the rest 200 is the testing set.
4. The iterative image parsing dataset from [11] : this dataset contains 305 images of people engaged in various activities such as standing, performing exercises, dancing, etc. the full body pose in each image is annotated manually. This dataset is more challenging because there is no constraint on human poses, clothes, illumination and backgrounds. 100 images in this dataset are used as the training set and the rest 205 is the testing set. 
Experiments of Examplar Based Initialization
To learn the examplars for full body pose estimation, we used the whole dataset 1 to learn examplars. The coordinates of 14 joint point of each image are connected as a pose vector; GPLVM is used to learn a low dimensional manifold of the pose space. The active set of GPLVM is taken as the examplars and the corresponding descriptors are stored. The upper body examplars are learnt similarly by using the bounding box of upper body.
Given an image and a bounding box of human, we generate 100 candidate bounding box by adding random disturbance to the bounding box. And for each examplar, we find the best candidate bounding box with the shortest distance of the descriptor, and the first 20 examplars with the shortest distance are used as the initial pose in the next stage. We measures the accuracy of this stage on the datasets in terms of the mean of minimum distance of corresponding joint points divided by the part length between ground truth and the top n selected examplars, as shown in Fig. 6 .
Experiments of Pose Estimation
For the part classifier, in the training sets, we cut out image patches according to the bounding box of each part and normalize them into the same orientation and scale and use them as positive samples. Negative samples are obtained by adding large random disturbance to the ground truth states of each part. In the pose estimation procedure, the top 20 matched examplars are used as the searching seeds. 100 searching candidates of each part are generated based on each searching seeds. During each iteration, the candidates with top 20 posterior marginal possibilities are preserved as the searching seeds for the next iteration. To compare with previous methods, we used the code of [12] . The images are cut out based on the bounding box (with some loose), and then are processed by the code. The correctness of each part in the testing sets of dataset 2,3,4 are listed in table 1. A part is correct if the distance between estimated joint points and ground truth is below 50% of the part length. From the result we can see that our method can achieve better correctness with much less time cost. Fig.  7 give some examples in dataset 2,3,4. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a fast and robust human estimation framework that combines the top-down example based method and bottom-up part based method. Example based method is first used to get initial guesses of the body pose and then a novel iterative BP inference schema is utilized to refined the estimated pose using a tree-structured kinematic model and discriminative part classifiers based on a rotation invariant EdgeField feature. The combination for top-down and bottom-up methods and the iterative inference schema enable us to achieve accurate pose estimation in acceptable time cost.
